The 2006 Dragon Programme brochure presents the activities undertaken since the Santorini Symposium at the end of June 2005. A new Dragon project on "EO and sport events" has been formally initiated and there are now 16 projects investigating land, ocean and atmospheric applications in P.R. China. ESA and NRSCC have organised two progress meetings in Beijing, one in October 2005 and the other in February 2006. At these meetings, Chinese scientists provided details about their project progress and further defined their EO data requirements. In October 2005, a visit was also made to the agriculture project team at Fuzhou University in Fujian Province. Training is a key component of the programme, and an advanced training course in land remote sensing was successfully held at Capital Normal University in Beijing, during 6 days in October 2005. The training course was attended by 103 scientists from over 50 institutions from all over China. Since the formal start of the programme, a large quantity of ENVISAT/ERS EO data have been made available to all of the projects and detailed coordination of all requested acquisitions over China continues to be performed.

A joint ESA/NRSCC mid term publication (SP-611) has been published and is available as a printed volume as well as a CD-ROM.

The third Dragon annual symposium is to be held in Lijiang city, Yunnan Province, P.R. China from 10 to 14 July 2006 at which results will be presented for the 16 projects. In addition young scientists will report on their progress and joint field visits made to date.

The next step during 2006 is the preparation for an advanced training course in atmospheric remote sensing that will be held at the Peking University from 16 to 21 October 2006.

We thank all Dragon investigators from Europe and China for their joint contribution to the programme so far and look forward to the results of this continued cooperation.

Best regards,

THE DRAGON PROGRAMME CO-ORDINATORS
ESA - Yves-Louis Desnos, e-mail: yves-louis.desnos@esa.int
NRSCC - Li Zengyuan, e-mail: zengyuan.li@forestry.ac.cn
ABOUT THE DRAGON PROGRAMME

Background

ESA, together with the National Remote Sensing Center of China (NRSCC), an entity under the Ministry of Science and Technology of the P.R. China, have cooperated in the field of Earth Observation application development for the last ten years. The cooperation has taken on a new momentum with the creation of a dedicated three-year Earth Observation exploitation programme called Dragon (2004 to 2007). The programme formally kicked-off in April 2004, with a Symposium that was held in Xiamen city in P.R. China. The Dragon programme focuses on science and applications development in P.R. China exploiting mainly data from ESA ERS and Envisat missions.

Objectives

The Dragon Programme is targeted to land, ocean and atmospheric investigations in the P.R. China that are outlined by NRSCC in the ESA-MOST Dragon proposal, available at http://earth.esa.int/dragon:

- To promote the use of ESA data from the ERS and Envisat satellites
- To stimulate scientific exchange in EO science and technology by the formation of joint Sino-European teams
- To publish co-authored results of the research and applications development
- To provide training in processing, algorithm and product development from ESA EO data in land, ocean and atmospheric applications

Project Themes

The thematic areas under investigation are as follows:
- EO and sport events
- Agricultural Monitoring
- Flood Monitoring
- Forest Mapping
- Rice Monitoring
- Forest Fire Monitoring
- Oceanography
- Terrain Measurement
- Seismic Activity
- Landslide Monitoring
- Air Quality Monitoring and Forecasting
- Chemistry/Climate Change in the Atmosphere
- Forest Information from POLInSAR
- Drought Monitoring
- Water Resources Assessment
- Climate and Ocean Systems

The Dragon programme web site

http://earth.esa.int/dragon
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The 2004 Dragon Symposium was the formal kick off for all the 15 projects at which time the joint teams started their work, refined their Earth Observation and other data requests and produced their detailed work plans.

At the Xiamen Symposium, the joint Sino-European teams made presentations on their projects over 3 days. The programme included presentations on the monitoring of land natural resources, on supporting natural disasters management, on studying the atmosphere and oceanography in China.
2005 SANTORINI SYMPOSIUM, GREECE

- Date: 27 June to 1 July 2005
- Santorini Island, Greece
- Hosts: ESA, NRSCC and GSRT
- 120 participants from 50 institutes in Europe and China
- 68 presentations available online at:
  http://earth.esa.int/dragon/programme.html

NRSCC and ESA in cooperation with the Greek Ministry of Development, General Secretariat for Research and Technology (GSRT) organised the 2nd annual Dragon Symposium in Santorini, Greece, from 27th June to 1st July 2005.

The Symposium brought together the joint Sino-European teams after one year’s activity. On a project-by-project basis, the teams provided the following:

- Reports on project progress including early results
- Updates on the project teaming particularly the inclusion of Greek scientists into the programme and their contribution
- Details on the EO data acquired and investigated after one year’s activity
- Details on the in-situ data measurements and requirements
- Information on planning for the next 2 years
- Reports from the young scientists training programme
- Outlines on the progress and status of cooperation within the projects
Ph.D. students, postdoctoral and research scientists interested in ocean remote sensing from China and other Asian countries were invited to a one-week training course organised jointly by ESA and MOST in the framework of the Dragon Programme. The advanced training course was hosted by the Ocean University of China (OUC) in Qingdao.

**LECTURES ON:**
- Current and future European and Chinese EO satellite missions
- Principles of SAR, MERIS, (A)ATSR, and RA measurements
- Products and applications in operational oceanography
- Practical exercises with BEAM and Bilko software tools

**78 PARTICIPANTS**
(selected from 125 applications)
- Associate or Assistant Professors
- Senior scientists
- Engineers
- Ph.D. students
ADVANCED TRAINING COURSE IN LAND REMOTE SENSING

- Date: 10-15 October 2005
- Host: Capital Normal University (CNU), Beijing, P.R.China
- Co-sponsors: ESA, NRSCC, CNU
- Lecturers: Prof. José-Luis Casanova, University of Valladolid, Spain - Dr Thuy Le Toan, CESBIO, France - Prof. Eric Pottier, University of Rennes, France - Prof. Fabio Rocca, Politecnico di Milano, Italy - Prof. Christiane Schmullius, Friedrich-Schiller-University of Jena, Germany - Prof. Bab Su, ITC, The Netherlands - Dr Wout Verhoef, NLR, The Netherlands

PhD students, postdoctoral and research scientists interested in Land Remote Sensing were invited to a one-week advanced training course organized jointly by ESA and MOST as an initiative from the DRAGON programme. The training course was hosted by Capital Normal University (CNU) in Beijing. A total of 103 participants (selected from 167 applications) attended the course, representing more than 50 different institutions from all over China.

LECTURES:
- Land Applications Using SAR data
- Theory and principles of SAR and SAR interferometry over land
- SAR Polarimetry
- Applications for soil moisture, agriculture (including rice), forestry, floods, terrain motion
- Land applications using optical and thermal data
  - Theory of optical and thermal remote sensing over land
  - MERIS, (A)ATSR instrument series
  - Applications for forest monitoring, land use and land cover mapping, droughts, fire detection, agriculture
Feilong Ling investigated the synergistic use of SAR and optical data for agriculture monitoring in Fujian province, China. ERS-1/2 and ASAR data were used for the research, MERIS and TM data as well. To combine SAR and optical data, they were first processed into the same geometry. The SRTM 90m DEM was investigated for geocoding SAR imagery. Single look complex (SLC) ERS and ASAR SLC data were used for generating ILU products using ESA BEST freeware. Interferometric correlation or coherence contains thematic information which can be used for land-cover classification. To overcome the well-known speckle noise phenomenon in SAR imagery, a parcel based approach to information extraction was investigated for classification.

Xin Tian made an assessment of forest classification and forest type discrimination using multi-parameter satellite SAR data for NE China. The objectives of this training were to classify ASAR AP into forest/non-forest, to assess the classification performance as well as to improve the classification performance and forest type discrimination, to compare the forest/non-forest maps derived from ERS SAR ILU composites with the view to providing forest map up-dates and change statistics, for the Dragon Forest Project’s test sites. The results will be validated using optical imagery acquired in similar time frames to the SAR imagery.

:: Comparison between the forest/non-forest maps from ERS SAR ILU Dec. 1995 (left) and multi-temporal ASAR AP 2004 and 2005 data (right), Tuqiang test site: yellow = non-forest areas, green = regeneration areas, dark green = forest.
DRAGON PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT

- 12 October 2005 Progress Meeting No. 8 at Chinese Academy of Forestry, Beijing
- 17 and 18 October 2005 Dragon Project Meeting at University of Fuzhou and Quanzhou Office of Science and Technology, Fujian Province
- 17 and 18 February 2006 Visit to 2006 Symposium venue, Lijiang city, Yunnan Province, P.R. China
- 20 February 2006 Progress Meeting No. 9 at Chinese Academy of Forestry, Beijing

On 12 October 2005, ESA and NRSCC had a joint progress meeting with Chinese Dragon investigators in Beijing. Visiting European young scientists also attended. The progress and status of EO data delivery to the projects was reviewed. Extensions to several project quotas were requested and further planning for EO data acquisitions was made. The background to the new project EO and sport events was presented by the Greek co-ordinators.

From 16 to 22 February 06, visits were made to the Lijiang Symposium venue in Lijiang city, Yunnan Province. ESA/NRSCC also jointly prepared the programme for the Lijiang Symposium, P.R. China. The organisation for the advanced training course in atmospheric remote sensing was initiated following a visit to Peking University. On 21 February 2006, ESA and NRSCC had a joint progress meeting with Chinese Dragon investigators.
DRAGON DATA DELIVERY

- As of April 2006, a total of 5400 ASAR and SAR scenes delivered to Pls
- As of April 2006, a total of 2000 MERIS FR scenes delivered to Pls
- Low Rate data accessed through the Internet
- Some 3300 orbits of Atmospheric Chemistry data delivered on DVD to Chinese Partners
- 8 different ESA Third Party Missions data to be delivered to Pls

ASAR/SAR

- ASAR and SAR data newly planned and from the archive are available on CD/DVD
- ASAR planning requests are analyzed up-front in order to minimize the cancellations due to mode conflicts
- ASAR data in Near Real Time are available to the Flood Monitoring project in case of flooding, via Internet through the Rolling Archive

MERIS/AATSR

- MERIS FR data newly planned and from the archive are available on CD/DVD
- MERIS FR planning requests are analyzed up-front in order to minimize the cancellations due to on-board recorder conflicts
- MERIS RR and AATSR data are systematically available to 5 projects in Near Real Time, via Internet through the Rolling Archive and the Envisat Web File Server

ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY

- GOMOS, MIPAS, SCIAMACHY and GOME data (already available to European Partners through FTP) were provided to Chinese Teams on DVD

:: ASAR, SAR and MERIS data delivery increase since April 2005

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>April 2005</th>
<th>October 2005</th>
<th>April 2006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASAR</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERIS</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

:: Amount of ASAR and SAR data distributed so far

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>ASAR Canceled</th>
<th>ASAR Planned</th>
<th>MERIS FR Canceled</th>
<th>MERIS FR Planned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Water Resources (2284)</td>
<td>Forest Fires (2531)</td>
<td>Oceanography and Climate (2415)</td>
<td>Landslides (2558)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rice Monitoring (2504)</td>
<td>Topography (2507)</td>
<td>Flood Monitoring (2501)</td>
<td>Drought Monitoring (2408)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oceanography (2506)</td>
<td>Seismic Deformation (2507)</td>
<td>Agriculture (2563)</td>
<td>Total (2583)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>386</td>
<td>633</td>
<td>874</td>
<td>2185</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

:: Percentage of planned data vs cancellations

1% 7% 15% 77%
DRAGON STUDY AREAS

- Instrument's planning conflicts are checked up-front following the "Dragon conflict free" scheme.
- Out of the 7700 ASAR and MERIS FR planning requests, 85% were successfully planned.
- The 15% unplanned were mainly due to conflicts with the increasing Commercial requests over China.
- Few requests over the Eastern part of China were cancelled because not in Artemis visibility (i.e. no simultaneous ASAR HR/MERIS FR acquisitions are available).

ERS-2: European Remote Sensing satellite was launched from French Guiana by Ariane 4 the 21st April 1995.

The Atmospheric Chemistry instruments coverage is global; the PolInSAR project is currently not requesting ESA data.
ESA has allocated resources to Dragon projects for training of young scientists. The applicable period is Sept. 2004 to May 2007. ESA has now placed contracts with 13 European Institutions participating in Dragon projects. The types of training supported include:

- Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.), 3 years duration
- Post graduate Master of Science (M.Sc.), 1 year duration x3 for each year of the applicable period
- Post Doctoral Research (Post Doc.) 24 months with evidence of publication in leading scientific journals or conference proceedings.

ESA has requested the following deliverables to set up the contracts and monitor student progress:

1. Proposal to ESA for training support using a proposal template
2. Training Report to ESA (every 6 months)
3. Presentation of progress and results at dedicated trainee sessions at Dragon Symposia (N.B. see special Session 5 at http://earth.esa.int/dragon/programma.html)
4. Any software developed as a result of the training support.

During 2005, several of the young scientists have undertaken extended study periods and field data collection campaigns in P.R. China. They have been working with their Chinese counterparts. The Lijiang Symposium in July 2006 will report on the field work and data collection and further progress to date.
DRAGON UP COMING EVENTS

2005 DRAGON PROGRAMME MID TERM RESULTS

ESA and NRSCC have published the results of the joint Sino-European teams’ research at the half way stage of the Dragon Programme as a Special Publication (SP-611). These are available as proceedings (printed volume) and on CD-ROM. The publication is available from:

In Europe:
ESA Publications Division
ESTEC
Postbus 299
2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 71 565 3400
Fax: +31 71 565 5433
Email: esapub@esa.int

In P.R. China
Dr. Gao Zhihai
National Remote Sensing Center of China (NRSCC)
Ministry of Science and Technology of the P.R. China
158, Fuxing Road
Beijing 100862 P.R. China
Tel: +86-10-68529094
Fax: +86-10-68513212
Email: zhgao@forestry.ac.cn

ADVANCED TRAINING COURSE IN ATMOSPHERE REMOTE SENSING

Venue
The course will be hosted by Peking University, Beijing, P.R. China

Dates
From 16 to 21 October 2006

Registration
Registration is free of charge. The course is open to Chinese scientists

Sponsors
The course is being sponsored by MOST/NRSCC, Peking University and ESA

Course Content
The lectures and practical sessions shall cover theory and processing of EO data from ESA ERS-1/2 and Envisat satellites as well as Chinese satellites for atmospheric science and application development

The training course programme and registration forms are available from the Dragon website:

http://earth.esa.int/dragon/atmostraining2006.html

Peking University science building, Beijing, P.R. China
OBJECTIVES
Use of Earth Observation for the:
- Planning and organisation of major sport events,
- Planning and development of the host city,
- Assessment of prevailing environmental conditions,
- Assessment of the impact of the sport event to the host city.

The project aims at five specific thematic areas:
- Land use/Land cover
- Urban density and spatial planning
- Thermal environment within cities (including thermal comfort)
- Meteorology (including marine meteorology) and monitoring of extreme weather events
- Air pollution and quality of life indicators

The methodology includes the definition of the temporal and spatial needs of the sport event and of the respective host city, the examination of the potential of satellite (ESA and third party) data (in terms of the temporal, spatial and spectral resolutions) to support the needs of the sport event and the development of the products on the thematic areas listed above, with the case studies being the Athens, Beijing and London Olympic events.

:: Product examples of the land cover map and the urban heat island spatial distribution for Athens using satellite data (courtesy of National Kapodistrian University of Athens)

:: Land cover change from aerial photography in Beijing between 2003 (on the left) and 2001 (on the right). (courtesy of Beijing Information Resources Management Center).
Agriculture and Land Use: ENVISAT Applications in Fujian Province

Dr. Guoqin He, Dr. Thuy Le Toan, Dr. Mike Wooding, Prof. Li Zengyan, Dr. Wang Xiaqin, Mr. Ling Feilong, Prof. Lan Zhangren, Dr. Chen Chongchong, Mrs. Zhu Qingdong

BACKGROUND
The project focuses on land use classification and change detection using temporal series of ESA ERS SAR, ASAR and MERIS data. The results presented show the potential of multi-temporal ASAR AP data for crop mapping in the Zhangzhou study area.

ASAR AP ACQUISITIONS
Seven pairs of ENVISAT ASAR AP products (VV-VH and VV-HH) were acquired on May 29, August 7, September 11, October 16, November 20, December 25 2004 and March 5, 2005. According to the crop calendar, the September to November 2004 acquisitions were used for autumn rice mapping; all of the 2004 acquisitions were used for banana classification; the December 25, 2004 and March 5, 2005 acquisitions were used to classify water bamboo.

CLASSIFICATION METHODOLOGY
The classifications have been performed with the object-oriented multi-scale image analysis method embedded in the software eCognition. It consists of two main steps, multi-resolution segmentation and objects based classification. The first step is a segmentation of the image based on three parameters: scale, colour (spectral information), and shape (smoothness and compactness). Then image objects are assigned to classes using a fuzzy rule base.

ACCURACY ASSESSMENT
The overall accuracy of the crop classification is more than 80% when compared with field survey data obtained in November, 2004 and April, 2005 and comparison with ASTER imagery acquired on April 5, 2004.
The objective of the project is to develop methodology to use ENVISAT data for rice mapping and retrieving information characterising rice fields (biomass, photosynthetic activities, water management status) relevant to the modelling of rice growth. The overall goal is the estimation of rice production and the estimation of the Carbon Fluxes (CO₂, CH₄) at local and regional scale.

Remote sensing methodology has been developed at selected test areas for rice mapping and retrieving of rice biomass. The activities include ground data collection and analysis of remote sensing data. The results obtained using ENVISAT data in 2004 and 2005 at the test areas in Jiangsu province indicate that it is possible:

1. to map rice fields at a single date using two polarisations of ASAR APP (figure top)
2. to retrieve rice biomass using the polarisation ratio
3. to map the main rice varieties (figure bottom)
4. to achieve regional rice mapping using multi-temporal ASAR WideSwath data (reported last year)

These findings show great potential for providing statistics of rice growth areas, and for providing the essential information for the modelling of rice growth. Future works consist in interpreting the results using radar backscatter models, and in validating the mapping results in a double-rice-crop test site (Xinhua) in 2006. Meantime, the ENVISAT retrieved information will be integrated in rice growth models, and in methane emission models.
The objective of the Forest DRAGON Project is the development of algorithms for classification of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), data and Interferometric SAR (InSAR) data, and the generation of forest and biomass maps at regional level for the main forested regions of China.

During the first two years, mapping activities have focused on forests in Northeast China covering the areas of Daxinganling, Xiaoxinganling and the Changbai Mountains. For these areas, databases with in situ measurements have been established. In October 2005 several project partners from Europe and China visited these sites for field work.

The generation of a wall-to-wall forest biomass map of Northeast China is based on multitemporal ERS-1/2 tandem coherence. For this purpose more than 250 interferometric pairs acquired between 1995 and 1998 have been processed to coherence and backscatter. For forest biomass estimation, ERS SAR coherence and JERS-1 backscatter are considered using the SIBERIA Project classification algorithm.

Map update since the 1990’s is based on multi-temporal ENVISAT ASAR AP images in HH/HV mode acquired between fall 2004 and spring 2005. This allows for good discrimination between forests and other land cover types. This suggests the use of such data type for mapping forest disturbance and recovery that occurred after the ERS acquisitions.
OBJECTIVES

1. To select a forested pilot area in China, which was historically affected by forest fires. This area will be selected by the Chinese partners.

2. To develop a suitable technique to obtain a risk forest fire index by means of AATSR and MERIS images. This risk index will merge several indicators: an indicator of vegetation evolution, an indicator of vegetation humidity, and indicator of meteorological conditions, mainly wind speed, and others. The parameters of this risk index will be adapted to the pilot area taking into account the historical fires and if necessary other factors such as fuel land cover, topographical conditions and so on.

3. To adapt a hot spot detection technique to the fires on the pilot area by means of AATSR images. This technique will include fire temperature detection, burning area, fire thermal power and reaction intensity. The Dozier method, including atmospheric effects will be applied to determine fire temperature and burning area. From these two values, the thermal power of the fire will be obtained. This thermal power is directly related to the destructive effects of fire and other characteristics such as high flame.

4. To set up a suitable methodology for burnt area cartography by means of MERIS and ASAR images. The deliverables will be operational techniques for risk mapping, hot spot detection and analysis and burnt area cartography, by means of MERIS, AATSR and ASAR images, all of them tailored to the Chinese pilot area.
This project aims to bring together, for the first time, experts in POLarimetric Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (POLInSAR) and quantitative forest sciences from Europe and China.

OBJECTIVES

1. To study the potential impact of this new radar technology on forestry applications in China.
2. To review the current status of POLInSAR research in China and Europe and enable technology transfer where required.
3. To establish possibilities for future collaborative research aimed at development and validation of quantitative forestry remote sensing applications using POLInSAR techniques.
OBJECTIVES
• Urban subsidence
• Landslide analysis & monitoring
• Three Gorges Dam site stability
• Identification of flooded plain based on coherence

The scientific investigations will focus on the application on topographic mapping and earth deformation monitoring by Envisat/ASAR data. ASAR data offer an evident potential in this field because there are large zones covered with cloud and mist through the year in many areas of China. Interferometry using Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data gives researchers a new set of tools to measure topography, tiny shifts and deformations in the Earth’s surface, valuable in the study of landslides, urban subsidence, earthquakes, floods and other natural cataclysms in China. This project responds to the ESA mission objectives on the following aspects:
• Evaluation of potential applications of ASAR data in generating DEM and monitoring the earth deformation;
• Investigation of the method for synthetical application of ERS-1/2 data and ASAR data;
• Development of relevant algorithms and data processing procedures;
• Cost-benefit analysis for Technology Transfer from European partner to Chinese partner to speed up the technical diffusing in China and explore the applications of ESA data in topographic measurement, such as the permanent scatterer in long-term deformation monitoring.

Preliminary results for Shanghai, average displacement rate of coherent targets (CTs) from a time series of ERS SAR images (1992 – 2000) with the distribution of ground benchmarks for levelling surveys

Comparison of subsidence velocities between CTs and benchmarks (nearest neighbour with benchmarks) shows that the distribution tendency of subsidence from CTA method is consistent with the levelling data in the benchmarks and that there are few coherent targets with large bias which is the subject of further investigation.
Seismic and Interseismic Deformation Across Two Main Strike-slip Faults of Tibet (The Kunlun and the Haiyuan Faults) from conventional and Permanent Scatterers INSAR

Dr. Sun Jianbao, e-mail: suninsar@yahoo.com
Dr. Cécile Lasserre, e-mail: Lasserre@geologie.ens.fr

Prof. Xu Xiwei, Prof. Evangelos Lagios, Prof. Shen Zhengkang, Ms. Liang Fang

Moving away from SAR

Moving toward SAR

INSAR post-seismic deformation measurements of the Kokoxili Mw7.8 earthquake (11/14/2001) (ERS2 data: 12/15/2001~01/19/2002)

Seismic and Interseismic deformation along the Kunlun fault (PI: Sun Jianbao)
Long time series ERS and Envisat ASAR InSAR and PS InSAR will be used to investigate potential slip rate along the Dongdutan-Xidatan segment, the possible triggering effects of the Manyi earthquake on the Kokoxili earthquake, as well as the effects of the Kokoxili earthquake on the seismic hazard potential of other segments of the Kunlun fault.

Interseismic deformation across the Haiyuan fault (PI: C. Lasserre)
The interseismic strain across the Haiyuan fault system using the Permanent Scatterers technique will be mapped. Standard DInSAR processing methods revealed poor phase coherence on test interferograms, due to the loess cover. GPS data across the fault will provide control points on the InSAR measurements.

Northwest end of Xianshuihe Fault (PIs: E. Lagios and Shen Zhengkang)
The fault is seismically active at present with around 9-10 mm/yr left-slip across the Xianshuihe fault. A rate measurable by INSAR with a 4-5 year time scale if the coherence is high enough between SAR acquisitions. The InSAR results will be compared with GPS data collected from the Crustal Motion Observation Network of China between 1998 and 2001.

Yadong-Gulu Rift (PIs: E. Lagios and Shen Zhengkang)
This rift system is the most important in southern Tibet. It has a high West-East extension rate (about 5-7 mm/yr) according to the recent GPS studies.
OBJECTIVES
1. Measuring and monitoring landslides
2. Investigating Corner Reflector and Persistent Scatterer Interferometry (PS) techniques and their application in China
3. Studying atmospheric correction techniques for InSAR
4. Investigating the relationship between the rising water levels and landslide frequency

METHODS
1. Identification of corner reflectors from co-registered SAR-SLC data
2. Identification of natural PS targets
3. Interferogram generation and removal of topographic and differential signatures
4. Correction of atmospheric phase corruption using GPS and MERIS WV
5. Association of differential phase with stable corner reflector targets
6. Validation of InSAR results with GPS benchmarks
7. Interpretation of results in the context of rising water levels

MILESTONES
1. Install 40 corner reflectors around the areas affected
2. Acquire ERS and programme ASAR datasets
3. Produce the best possible topography
4. Perform repetitive GPS site inspections
5. Process narrow swath interferograms
6. Develop wide-swath interferometry system for wide area monitoring
7. Assess the potential of using GPS and MERIS for atmospheric correction
8. Assess flood monitoring potential
9. Assess erosion of upstream areas and their contribution to sediment load
10. Validation, analysis and interpretation

:: Example of repetitive GPS measurement at a corner reflector (CR) site

:: ASAR-derived interferometric displacement at Lianziya on 3 CRs with reference to a stable CR. The time unit scale of 350 days is equivalent to 10 revisit cycles of ENVISAT ASAR. Courtesy of Dr. Ye Xia.
An assessment of the Envisat data is carried out to define the optimum ASAR configuration and synergistic exploitation with MERIS data for flood mapping and monitoring. Project goals are to insure thematic accuracy and maximize coverage and revisit over the tests sites well representative of Asian major flood plains and Mediterranean fast flood, CEVENOL phenomenon.

Over these wide areas yearly affected by flooding, it is also essential to elaborate and to test an assimilation procedure taking in account all the major acquisition parameters influencing/disturbing the SAR signal. The project has already delivered major steps in term of ASAR and MERIS data processing, and information merging for mapping and monitoring. Robust and semi automatic flood procedures, within a time series exploitation context, have been defined and are actually tested in order to provide an ASAR fast processing tool for Near Real Time (NRT) flood mapping actions. Furthermore, eleven successful NRT mapping actions exploiting ENVISAT emergency programming have been carried out during the 2005 flood season, plus the Songhua benzene pollution.

Studies will link meteorological and hydrological simulation models and damage assessment on off line mode (to generate RISK MAPS associated to impacts of flood corresponding to various return periods).
For this project, the Huai River basin in China (270,000 km²) was selected, facing severe water management problems (flooding, irrigation). The Shiguanghe sub-catchment was used as a test area (see figure top). The distributed flow model MODCOU was applied using satellite images for the morphology (DEM, river network) and land use. Ground data for soil maps, rainfall, temperature, potential evapo-transpiration and stream discharge from 1982 to 1991 were also used. The results (see figure bottom) show the observed and calculated discharge at the Jiangjiali outlet. The fitting is relatively good, indicating that the major hydrological processes are well represented; the flood peaks are however underestimated and the flow is overestimated during the irrigation season. The inferred reasons are: (I) early in the irrigation season, all the small dams are filled, withdrawing water; (II) the water released by the two large reservoirs is used for irrigation; (III) during large floods, water from other sections of the Huai river may be transferred to the Shiguanghe basin; (IV) rainfall estimates for large floods may be biased, for a lack of rain gauges in the upper part of the basin. Future work will first improve the representation of the irrigation system, using remote-sensing data to better characterize the land-use (extent of the free-water areas along the year), to determine the position of transfer and irrigation channels, and to understand the operation rules of the system. Once the model is calibrated, different management options will be tested, under present or future climate scenarios.
The drought project combines satellite observations acquired by Envisat and “state of the art” land surface modeling in order to improve simulations of drought related state variables, such as root zone soil moisture and surface temperature. This data will be used to feed an operational on-line drought monitoring system for nation wide application. The thermal and optical observations acquired by the Advanced Along Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR) will be employed to determine an energy balance based Drought Severity Index (DSI, Su et al. 2003). Further, medium resolution (~150 metres) Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR) observations will be used to detect moisture changes in the top 5 cm soil layer independently of cloud and daylight conditions, factors which are limiting for optical sensors.

The algorithms used to retrieve the DSI and surface soil moisture from satellite observations and land surface modeling results will be validated using ground observations collected in four major study areas: 1) Tibetan Plateau, 2) Heilong river basin, 3) Loess Plateau, 4) Beiing area and Hebei province. In collaboration with the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) a field experiment was conducted on the Loess Plateau (LOPEX05) to improve the satellite retrieval of soil moisture and latent heat flux in an agricultural heterogeneous environment. In the past year, an extensive data set of ESA optical and ASAR scenes have been collected over the Tibetan Plateau and Loess Plateau.
The coupled Southeast Asian Monsoon and ocean system is a regular seasonal climate feature of the region that has profound and coupled connection with and impact on the atmospheric and ocean circulations in the region. This in turn leads to changes both in the near surface wind field, sea surface temperature, evaporation and precipitation signals. By the systematic use of coupled atmosphere-ocean models and inter-comparison and validation with satellite observations, the aim of the project is to advance the ability to understand and predict the dominant interactive coupling processes. The key study quantities are ocean currents, fronts, eddies, waves, near surface wind, SST, precipitation water quality and atmospheric and ocean pollution. To this aim, primarily data from ASAR and MERIS onboard Envisat is used, in synergy with numerical models and remotely sensed data from other satellites.

More than 200 Envisat ASAR Wide Swath scenes have been examined, and several interesting oceanic and atmospheric features have been identified and analysed. The ASAR image shows one the typhoon “Khanun”, which struck Shanghai on 11 Sept 2005 and killed at least 14 people. The imprint of the strong wind on the short surface waves can be seen on the ASAR image. The coloured image shows the wind speed calculated solely from the ASAR image using the CMOD-algorithm with the specialised software “SARTool” developed by BOOST.
In this project we will seek opportunities to enhance the exploitation of Envisat data (from GOMOS and MIPAS) and OMI data for atmospheric research. OMI is a joint effort of KNMI, NASA, and FMI, and is managed by NIVR/Netherlands.

A joint project between the GOMOS Expert Support Laboratory FMI and the MIPAS laboratory IFAC and the Chinese Team at National Satellite Meteorological Center (NSMC) provides experience on how expert instrument teams and a normal data user team can work together in using rather complicated data from GOMOS and MIPAS. The data access for GOMOS will first be provided by FMI but eventually it should be possible to access data by the public domain tools developed by ESA and FMI and by the cooperative tool development effort by the teams.

GOMOS and MIPAS data will be used for middle atmosphere studies on local and global scale problems. For example, the two figures on the left show the development of ozone vertical profiles as measured by GOMOS between 19. 2002 and 25.1. 2005. Notice that the ozone layer in the north shows a large variability with largest ozone values during winter and spring. In the south the ozone layer is more stable but also weaker. An important part is validation comparisons between GOMOS, MIPAS and the Chinese ground stations. Over time, larger data sets and assimilation tools will be used to study the middle atmosphere processes and change.

Common research projects for Chinese and ESA earth observation satellites will be investigated.

The variation of the vertical distribution of ozone situation in the northern part of China (latitude more than 30°N), top, and the southern part of China (latitude smaller than 30°N), bottom.
This project focuses on the monitoring and forecasting of air quality of China and its environment. The trace gases ozone, nitrogen dioxide, sulphur dioxide, carbon monoxide, methane and aerosols are being retrieved from satellite observations of ERS-2, ENVISAT and AURA. In China air pollution and green house gas emissions have become an increasingly important problem due to large-scale fossil fuel combustion related to an increasing energy demand and inherent fuel consumption. Other important emission sources are biomass burning, wind-blow dust and volcanic eruptions. The largest contributors of anthropogenic methane production are fossil fuel production, ruminants, rice cultivation and waste management. The quantification of the concentrations near the sources and the subsequent transport of pollutants is essential to monitor air pollution conventions. Forecasting of air pollution is important to warn and inform the general public.

For monitoring these trace gases existing retrieval methods will be combined with data assimilation techniques to determine the tropospheric component of the quantified trace gas concentrations.

Using data assimilation in combination with meteorological forecast fields from ECMWF allows us to make forecasts of the air pollution levels. The retrieval methods will be validated by intercomparison of different retrieval algorithms and by comparison to ground based measurements in China. The combination of model results and satellite retrievals will improve our understanding of the air quality over China.

:: Temporal series of satellite observations can be used to monitor the distribution and concentration of atmospheric pollutants, in this case NO₂. Notice high concentration in densely populated regions East of China and Hong Kong.

The objectives of the proposal are to study the following topics using ENVISAT multi-sensor data:

- Distribution and characteristics of internal waves in the China Seas;
- Spatial and temporal characteristics of ocean wave directional spectrum in the China Seas;
- Detecting method for shallow underwater bottom topography;
- Retrieval methods for ocean colour in the China Seas;
- Impact of the variation of the Kuroshio on oceanic processes in the China Seas and Global climate change.

**INTERNAL WAVE**

In this study, about 800 images with internal wave signatures are found out from approximately 15,000 satellite images acquired between 1994 and 2004, which SAR and optical images occupy half and half respectively. The large number of internal wave images ensures the rationality of the statistics. The distribution of internal waves in the China seas based on the decadal timescale internal wave images is shown in the left figure. The China seas are roughly divided into 5 areas, i.e., Yellow Sea, East Sea, Taiwan waters, DongSha Island waters and Hainan Island waters. There are no internal waves observed in the areas of Yellow Sea, East Sea and Hainan Island in winter. However, internal waves can be observed in the areas of Dongsha Island and Taiwan for the whole year. In all the areas, summer has the highest occurrence of internal waves (see histograms on page 32).
**OCEAN WAVE**
Comparison of several methods for retrieving ocean wave directional spectrum in the China Seas. Software running in the Windows system for ocean wave directional spectrum retrieval by SAR data using Hasselmann’s method has been developed.

**SHALLOW WATER TOPOGRAPHY**
Developing shallow water topography detection technology using SAR data. Analytical and numerical models will be developed to extract information about underwater bottom topography from ASAR data based on SAR imaging mechanisms and a dynamical model (example shown bottom figure).

**RED TIDES**
Red tides develop mainly in coastal areas and they affect directly fishing and shell fish industries. Red tides can even be toxic to humans and are caused by the dense growths of bacteria and algae. They are increasingly common due to heavy pollution from sewage and industries along the densely populated east coast of China and the Yangtze River. An objective is to develop techniques and data sets using optical satellite sensors to map the duration and extents of such tides. Results from spectrometer measurements show that Red tides have quite characteristic spectral response (results reported in 2005).

:: Internal wave signature as a function of season (month) for the different ocean areas

:: Envisat ASAR sub-image acquired over Shuangzi Reefs in the South China Sea on August 18, 2004 (left) and retrieved bottom topography from the corresponding images (right).
**OCEAN COLOUR**

The study will investigate retrieval, validation and application of MERIS data in the China seas. A database of the IOPs of oceanic and atmospheric constituents in the China Seas will be developed. An ANN-based bio-optical algorithm for MERIS data in the China Seas will be developed and compared with the semi-analytical algorithm. A methodology for monitoring red tide events in China coastal seas using MERIS and other satellite data will also be developed.

**KUROSHIO CURRENT**

In this study, decadal-scale satellite SST, SSH and SSW will be assimilated in a numerical model that has already been developed.

OCEAN optics in-situ experiments group April 18-29, 2006
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